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ltN:ales the forces preelpltatmg the radical changes in employmBnt practices in 
Television sl1lce the mid 1980s and proceeds to discuu the various 

of these employment reforms from a 'Jlexible firm" perspective. It is argued that 
pressure from government, rather than from the product marlcet, triggered the 
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the different stakeholders in the industry. The early sections of the article will examine the 
extent to which political rather than economic forces were decisive in precipitating the 
emergence of new employment practices. In other words, the political contingency is seen 
as the main motor of change, rather than altered product markets. This argument contrasts 
with the widely held view that economic contingencies have driven the transfotrnation of 
employment relations (e.g. Marchington and Parker, 1990; Kochan, Katz and McKersie, 
1986). 

On having demonstrated that "political" rather than "economic" contingencies were 
primarily driving employment changes in the industry, the article then turns to an analysis 
of the extent and nature of the "flexible" employment practices introduced. The analysis 
demonstrates that, while managements have introduced various types of "flexible" practices, 
not all these practices are compatible. 

The analysis builds upon the "flexible firm" model that was developed by Atkinson and 
others in the mid-1980s (Atkinson 1984, 1987; Atkinson and Gregory, 1986; Atkinson and 
Meager, 1986; Rimmer and Zappala, 1988). The model argues that organisations 
increasingly demand and achieve gteater flexibility from their workforce. Flexibility can 
take a variety of fot•••s, and in Atkinson ·s original model included functional, DllmeJical 
and financial fotans, although these have been refined and expanded upon by subsequent 
authors. For example, Rimmer and Zappala (1988) distinguish five types of flexibility: 
external numerical, intet••al numerical, functional, wage, and procedural. The first two 
correspond with Atkinson ·s numerical flexibility, while wage flexibility corresponds 
generally with financial flexibility, which is intended to encourage the development of the 
various numerical flexibilities and functional flexibility. Procedural flexibility is an 
extension to the "flexible firm" model. 

In accordance with Atkinson· s and Rimmer and Zappala • s "flexible firm" model, it is 
suggested that in the case of British commercial television "flexibility • was pursued in a 
"stlategic" manner, rather than as a piecemeal or fragn1entary intervention. There are 
several reasons for this. First, the rapid deregulation that the Govetnment promised to 
introduce made many companies acutely concerned about their short-te11D survival. 
Conseqtiently, most immediately drew up sbategic plans to introduce many of the major 
elements of the flexible firm model. Managements from four different companies actually 
made direct reference to Atkinson ·s flexible firm model, stating that it was the basis for 
their employment changes. Second, the incumbent television franchise holders recognised 
that most of the new companies that would compete for their franchises would adopt highly 
flexible, and relatively low cost, employment regimes. The incumbent franchise holders 
believed that ftagtnentary or piecemeal change would not allow them to react quickly and 
extensively enough to the intended lower labour cost strategies of their fianchise compet
itors. 

The article will conclude with an assess•nent of the extent to which changes in the various 
components of the employment relationship actually amount to a "ttansfornaation" of the 
industry's employment relations, and of the impact upon various stakeholders in the 
industry. 

0 
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government, with Prime Minister Thatcher strongly endorsing the market-led approach, at 
l~st in principle. The most influential and closely argued analysis of this nee-liberalist 
model was provided in the Peacock Report. Peacock highlighted five major criticisms of 
British broadcasting: first, the inefficiencies of the "comfortaple duopoly" of the ITV and 
BBC; second, the inflation of broadcasting costs caused largely by the monopoly position 
of the lTV companies; third, the arrogance and complacency of the BBC; fourth the 
absence of consumer sovereignty and cost-effective programme provision; and fifth, the 
preoccupation with the idea of broadcasting as a pure public or social good in perpetuity, 
irrespective of technological change. For Peacock, freedom of entry for any programme
maker and the ability of viewers to register their preferences directly would allow market 
forces to be unleashed. 

Inspired by neo-liberal ideology and a rejection of corporatism, the Thatcher government 
began its campaign to deregulate broadcasting, at least in theory. The four major initiatives 
taken by the government between 1987 and 1991 promised a "brave new world" of 
deregulated broadcasting, but ultimately delivered a regulated system with the BBC and 
lTV maintaining their commanding position in the industry (Davis and Levy, 1992). While 
the BBC and ITV have undoubtedly been exposed to greater market forces it was the 
newcomers such as British Satellite Broadcasting, Sky, and numerous medium sized 
independent production companies that suffered greatest from market forces. Institutional 
inertia and intense lobbying by the lTV companies preserved the status quo. Whilst the 
government modified the franchise rules and regulations, it did not deregulate the product 
market through reducing barriers to industry entry, and did not reduce its control over 
programme content for Channel Three (fotnterly lTV). 

This institutional continuity contrasts sharply with the dramatic transfottnation of the 
industry's employment relations and labour market institutions since 1987. The 
government's threat of marketisation, which acted to pressure managements into securing 
employment changes, produced a government-led rather than market-led employment 
b:ansfot·tnation. lTV companies were responding to a "political contingency" rather than 
direct economic contingencies (Ferner, 1985). 

The government's motives for threatening "marketisation" on the industry are tied closely 
to its publicly declared desire to abolish restrictive employment practices and to deliver 
greater managetial control to managements through weakening trade union influence. The 
govmnment's frustration with lTV's willingness to maintain restrictive practices and tolerate 
substantial trade union control in the industry produced a govm••ment response designed 
to threaten the financial security of the companies. Marketisation would erode monopoly 
rents from advertising and force cost reductions on the · companies. The threat of 
deregulation was sufficient to initiate fundamental changes to employment practices, such 
that by the time the gove~••ment's new broadcasting bill was introduced to Parliament the 
industry was acting as if marketisation was imminent or had already occurred. The threat 
of product market deregulation precipitated the collapse of national, multi-employer 
collective bargaining mtangements and triggered the protracted indusbial action at TVam. 
These events, in tum, accelerated the pace of employment refotm throughout lTV. 

Before turning to the industrial relations and labour market changes, the gove:t••ment's 
major regulatory initiatives will be examined briefly. The fust major intervention came 
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regulatory arrangements demonstrate the continuity, rather than discontinuity, with British 
broadcasting's past. 

From 1988 to 1991, the lTV companies were wrestling chiefly with the threat of 
marketisation. Whilst the merger of BSB and Sky to fottn BSkyB heightened fears about 
future satellite penetration of the terrestrial television market, the lTV still maintained a 
virtual monopoly of airtime advertising revenue in 1992. While government rhetoric 
advanced notions of regulatory refottn and the unleashing of competitive forces, in reality 
new fotnts of more centralised regulation emerged in television broadcasting. The 
government's neo-conservatism undetnlined the deregulatory market-led prescriptions of 
neo-liberalism. 

Forms of "flexibility" in commercial television 

The govetJtment-led, rather than market-led, transfor1nation of industrial relations and labour 
market practices in commercial television has been exceptionally rapid, heralding a new era 
of "flexibility" in the industry. lTV managers argue that the major objective of "flexibility" 
is to increase overall firm stability and preparedness to cope with gover1•ment and product 
market initiated changes. Approximately 1 0 percent of these believe that flexibility is also 
essential for internally driven (pro-active) change, as well as reactive responses. 

While some of the different types of flexibility are inconsistent, such as increased 
management control of staffing and increased procedural flexibility, the number of potential 
combinations and the specific forms flexibility can take are numerous (Sayer and Walker, 
1992). The existence of these differences makes the identification of particular models of 
flexibility premature. 

Not only are differe11t types of flexibility inconsistent, there are a number of the 
disadvantages associated with individual fo1n•s of "flexibility", as noted by Pollert (1988; 
1991) and Harvey (1989) in a range of industries. Evidence from commercial television 
suggests this sector is no exception. Problems in maintaining employee loyalty, the erosion 
of disciplinary power over a growing freelance workforce, and reduced ability to control 
labour costs of freelance workers under "tight" labour markets are the major employer 
problems that "flexibility" can bring. At present, UK commercial broadcasters only face 
difficulties in eliciting worker commitment to more "flexible" working practices. 

Rimmer and Zappala's flexibility typology, which· includes e~emal numerical, inteJnaJ 
numerical, functional, wage, . and procedural flexibility, will be used to examine the changes 
in British commercial television's industrial relations and labour market practices since 
1988. The Rimmer and Zappala model provides a convenient typology for gauging overall 
"flexibility". 

The following discussion of "flexible'' employment practices is based upon data collected 
from 15 of the 17 lTV companies and all the broadcasting unions between 1987 and 1992. 
Much of the infotJnation was obtained through structured and semi-structured interviews 
with line staff, supervisors, middle managers and some executive level managers. Two short 
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late 1980s, the lTV staffed for peak production demand with predominantly 
llaff. Tbe "comfortable duopoly" allowed substantial organisational slack to be 

witlaout seriously affecting the financial viability of the industry. The annual 
for the I'I'V cnntpnries, combined with employment data from two smveys 

by the m••hnr in 1989 and 1991, reveal that in 1985 the 17 fu1ns in the lTV 
rea lS,1SO pettnanent employees with an additional 1,200 freelance full-time 

(or seven percent of total employment). By 1991, there were 11,305 permanent 
a reduction of 28 percent, with an additional 2,150 f1eelance full-time 

(or 19 percent of total employment), an increase of 80 percent over the 1985 
of lTV employment at the beginDing of the new franchise period (January 

filled upon infoi•nation in the franchise bids and from company employment 
reveals a further decline in pe1manent employment and continued growth in 

labour. For January 1993, there were 8,900 permanent employees, a reduction of 
over 1985, and 2,200 fieelance full-time equivalents or 25 percent of total 

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the magnitude of this shift in the composition of 
in lTV. 

Tyne Tees, Thames, and Grampian Television, over SO percent of the permanent 
were retrenched between 1985 and 1992. Three of the lTV companies - Ulster, 

aad · Television - kept their retrenchments below the 25 percent level. The 
of the job reductions for individual companies is positively related to the size 

· operation and the extent to which management operated tightly 
Of the ••Big Five" lTV companies, those dominating network prog~amming, 
Cenlaal, and L WT shed half of their permanent staff, while Yorkshire (YTV) and 
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Figure 1: Freelance employment as a percentage of full-time 
employment in lTV, 1983 to 1991 
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Source: Information obtained from lTV companies from two surveys administered 
by the author in 1989 and 1991, from company annual reports, from 
interviews <vith industrial relations and personnel directors/managers, and 
from newspapers and trade journals. 

Those companies with substantial programme-making operations had greater scope for 
either introducing greater external numerical flexibility or for work intensification. They 
were forced to retlench more heavily in those departments because of the gove~nment's 25 
percent independent quota. Drama and docnmen~ departtnents have always had highly 
seasonal fluctuations in business activity, yet peak production staff levels were maintained 
because, firstly, national coUective agreements penalised companies for using freelance 
workers; secondly, the · 1mions had always made per•nanent employment a high 
priority; thirdly, the compaoies a ready supply of skilled production staff; and lastly, 
their advertising monopoly rents could sustain the practice. Most other broadcast ftm.ctions 
have quite stable anmJal busiDe8l ICtivity levels. 
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Table 1: 

YEAR 
COMPANY 

ANGLIA 

BORDER 

CENTRAL 

GRMPIAN 

GRANADA 

H'I'V 

LWT 

SCOT'SH 

TSW 

THAMES 

TYNE T 

YTV 

TOTAL 

worker uae within fi'V Companies, 1983-91 
(fall-time equivalents) 

1983 1985 1987 1988 1989 1990 

16 16 16 14 29 35 

40 43 69 87 61 67 

118 152 247 281 315 312 

12 10 18 32 39 38 

63 75 92 142 167 174 

50 75 100 150 170 166 

118 173 73 82 127 119 

30 30 30 30 40 51 

50 55 57 60 46 47 

248 278 279 312 353 381 

77 45 55 53 76 80 

130 144 171 149 125 130 

952 1096 1207 1392 1548 1600 

Source: lnfonnation obtained from lTV companies from two surveys administered 
by the author in 1989 and 1991, from company annual reports, from 
i~terviews with industrial relations and personnel directors/managers, and 
from newspapers and trade journals. 

1991 

41 

78 

378 

45 

159 

188 

115 

58 

52 

401 

86 

141 

1742 

Two of the chief advantages for employers of contract based employment are, first, its 
provision of flexibility in tetuas of product demand fluctuation and its impact on 
employment and, second, its reduction in the full-time staff requirement and its associated 
costs (Williamson, 1975). Although the extensive use of ~ntract labour has been 
commonplace in many capitalist enterprises since the emergence of industrial capitalisrn, 
it played only a very marginal role in British broadcasting prior to 1987. The gove~nment's 
re-regulation of commercial broadcasting made increased extmraaJ numerical flexibility an 
operational and economic necessity. Indeed, underlying the concept of "flexibility" is the 
imperative of labour cost control and containment, and it is in this respect the concept is 
reudniscent of the optimising behaviour of the firm in neoclassical economic theory 
(Rubery, Tarlington and Wilkinson, 1987). 
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The notion that "core" en•ployees are distinguished by their skill attributes is unsupported 
by the evidence from commercial television. In manufacturing, Pollert also notes that "it is 
now commonplace to observe that key skills can be and are brought in on a subcontract 
basis, and are often not part of a stable core" (1988: 297). The notion of "core" classified 
by the concept of skill is therefore untenable. 

Internal numerical Oexibility 

Inte1uaJ numerical flexibility concerns the quantity and timing of labour inputs such as 
flexible rostering, overtime and shiftwork. 

Since the inception of the lTV network, the broadcasting unions had successfully 
mainta;ned control over the internal labour deployment process. Rigid rostering, overtime 
and shiftwork rules were established by the unions, and tacitly accepted by the lTV 
companies, in order to guarantee stability, predictability, and unifo1mity in the 
administration of the employment relationship, in order to protect workers' rights and 
employment security. In the process, the companies relinquished day-to-day responsibility 
for many operating decisions. These had either become enshrined in fo1mal agreements or 
were part of workplace custom and practice. 

Even though many of the working practices that had accwnulated over time had become 
outmoded because of changes in broadcasting technology, programme fol'u•ats and studio 

. layout, they nonetheless remained; protected by the "shelter" of lTV's monopoly over 
advertising. Management attempts to change them in the early 1980s were largely 
unsuccessful. 

When the balance of workplace power shifted rapidly in favour of management in the late 
1980s, three entrenched rules affecting internal labour deployment were abolished. These 
three practices, referred to in the industry as "golden hours", "ghosters" and "notionals", 
were established during the 1950s and 1960s and were not inconsistent with the demands 
and requirements of commercial television at that time. These penalty payment rules were 

• 

rarely activated then because television production and transmission seldom went beyond 
midnight. Transmission times were restricted to 10 to 12 hour days, rather than the 18 to 
24 hour services that were introduced in the late 1970s. 

The "golden hours" agreement began to inflate labour costs dramatically from the mid-
1970s. The agreement allowed technicians whose rostered period of duty started before 
midnight and continued beyond midnight to be paid at double ·time and a half until 1 am, 
then at triple time until 2am and finally four-and-a-half time beyond 2am. If the working 
was not rostered it would be paid at a half time more for each of the times specified above. 
These rates contrasted with the UK engineering industry, where the average for all ovettime 
has traditionally been one and a half times the basic rate. 

"Ghosters" and "ghost working" occurred relatively frequently, especially when work was 
commissioned from independent producers. "Ghosters" provided studio electricians with 
pay, at double time, for the entire night if they worked beyond 1 am, even if it was oilly for 
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1,836 hours or ISS sbiftB on a contract. In its first year of operation, coveniF of 
the Gulf War such tbat 25 percent of technical and 
journalistic staff had worked their anDUal quota after nine months. The n1ade no 
provision for ovellime, resulting in work intensification for ~ose who were working. Of 
those who had prematurely worked their quota, approximately 50 percent continued to work 
without remuneration for the re1nainder of the year. Both management and unions agreed 
that such a dramatic shift in the payment systen• and the willingness of employees to work 
without pay would have been unimaginable prior to 1989. 

Yorkshire T,eJevision's (YTV) 1989 enterprise agreement allowed the rostering of staff up 
to 60 hours per week before ovettime at 1.3 time was paid. In common with agteements 
at three other companies, the Granada contract consolidated many additional payments such 
as salary increments, productivity bonuses, and regular ove1time payments, into a higher 
basic salary. Granada's emphasis on flexible inteiJJa) staff deployment, coupled with cost
containment and the erosion of socially protective clauses, made it the most stringent in the 
network. 

Functional flexibility 

Functional flexibility refers to the ability of fmns to reorganise jobs so that an employee's 
skills can be deployed across a broader range of tasks according to changes in demand, 
technology or marketing policy and is also associated with the development of new 
production concepts (Atkinson, 1987). This can involve grouping more tasks requiring the 
same skill level - horizontal loading - or clustering jobs of a higher or lower skill level -
vertical loading (Rubery, Tarling and Wilkinson, 1987; Marchington and Parker, 1990). 
Prior to 1988, there was little flexibility for lTV managers to move employees between 
different functional tasks as business activity changed. 

Since the 1950s, custom and practice established a large number of clearly demarcated job 
functions, which were reflected in the 200 or more job classifications that existed within 
the larger ITV companies (Independent Television News, 1989). The intra- and inter-union 
job demarcations underpinned the minimum crewing provisions in drama, entertainment, 
and ne,~rs and current affairs production. Both management and union officers agreed that 
from the 1 960s to the mid-1980s most of the localised workplace disputes were over job 
demarcation. For example, a major television programme at London Weekend Television 
(L WT) was delayed for a week in the mid 1980s because of a dispute between the 
electricians union, the Elecbical, Electronic and Plumbing Trad~ Union (EETPU), and the 
stage and scenery workers union, the Broadcasting and Ente1tainments Trades Alliance 
(BET A), over which group of workers should operate a revolving stage. Because it was 
driven by an electric motor, the electiicians claimed jurisdiction over the work. However, 
BET A claimed that it was custom and practice for "stage" work to be undertaken by their 
members. All the lTV industrial relations managers reported that demarcation disputes 
accounted for much of their work until the mid 1980s. 

The development of rigid job demarcations and the enforcement of minimum crewing levels 
in commercial television can be attributed to three factors. First, since the 1950s the ACIT, 
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lllb•Dlogy was still very anuch in its infancy and subject to eJiatic and 
bebaviom. The · levels and slrill · were closely 

with this new and rather idiosyncratic technology. For example, quite often it 
die operators who the idiosyncrasies of their equipment This 

knowledge of the operational requirements of the different component 
of broadcasting served to reinforce job dentarcation. 

demarcation also served an important workplace political role. The foiiUalisation 
work rules symbolised worker resistance to manageotiaJ control over work. It is not 

then that the broadcasting unions have historically opposed even minimal 
at reducing workplace rules. The work rules operate as a banier against 

and arbib:aty decision making by managements. Crozier, in his study of 
, also notes the tactical invocation and interpretation of rules by workers to 
~en· control of the workplace (Crozier, 1964). 

job de•narcations gave way to various fotms of functional flexibility throughout 
network from 1988 onwards. The disrnantling of intra- and inter-union job 

affected all lTV companies but several companies imposed more revolutionary 
For example, TVam, the national breakfast television provider for the lTV 
abolished all existing technical grades, replacing approximately 80 grades with a 

· operative grade. This accompanied a reduction in technicians from 230 to 
70, frequent rotation of jobs for technical operatives, and the use of freelance, single
~ crews for all news gathering. These changes followed the most bitter and 

indusb:ial dispute in British television broadcasting in which the company locked 
'*.a finally disanissed 229 technicians over a minimum crewing dispute in 1988. It was 

seen as television's "Wapping"; viewed by the unions and many industry 
o_.,.. as a re-run of the bitter conflict between Rupert Murdoch's News International 
IIIII tiii National Graphical Association (NGA) over the introduction of new technology and 

· in the newspaper industry in 1984. However, there are several important 
between the two disputes. Firstly, unlike the Wapping dispute, new technology 

• an issue in the TV am dispute; the company had no intentions to automate the 
While the ACTT often resisted new technology, it did so for different reasons 

NGA. For the NGA, computerised printing technology posed a substantial threat 
security, whereas in television much of the new technology did not 

job security. In fact, the ACTT welcomed new technology, but on its terms. 

, 1mlike printing, the changes in television broadcasting have not 
the nature of work. Technicians perforn1 J. wider range of tasks, operate 

,ad occasionally automated technology, but the tasks remain essentially unchanged. 
TV eliminated demarcations among technicians jobs, through creating a single 

the manner in which the product is produced remained essentially 
• 
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While most functional flexibility involved horizontal job loading in distinct functional areas, 
such as in news gathering and studio where vision, sound and lighting tasks became broad
banded rather than separate classifications, several companies went further. For example, 
ITN and TV am began training journalists, represented by the National Union of Journalists 
(NUJ), to edit their own videotaped news stories rather than use edit suite technicians, who 
were represented by the ACTI. This represented a significant challenge to the ACTT's 
jurisdictional workplace control. The ACTT, BETA and the EETPU tacitly accepted the 
erosion of inter-union job demarcation in allowing electricians to operate cameras and 
sound equipment, technicians to operate lights, and BET A studio grades to work video and 
lighting equipment. 

The baining and utilisation of journalists in technical areas drew criticism from the ACTT 
because it threatened employment secwity and programme quality. The journalists' union 
did not support this variant of functional flexibility because it was an attempt to combine 
quite distinct occupational tasks, with the opportunity for intensifying workloads for its 
members. In addition, it further threatened the already fragile relationship with the ACTT 
over the NUJ's failure to support the technicians during the TV am dispute. ITN and TV am 
began to introduce a limited fo1m of this cross-functional working in 1992, despite union 
opposition. 

Increased functional flexibility also enabled many of the lTV companies to install and 
operate new broadcasting technologies. For example, at Anglia Television, the film and 
electronic sections of the ACTT shop were merged under a single pay and conditions 
sb ucture with the financial inducement of a four percent productivity payment for those 
with a minimum of five years experience. This allowed the company to roster any 
technician to operate its new computerised programme and commercials play-out-to-air 
machines (cart machines). Granada and Tyne-Tees imposed similar functional flexibility 
without any financial incentives, but with considerably less cooperation from the ACTT and 
staff. 

Wage flexibility 

Wage flexibility provides incentives to increase output through perfoitnance-related pay, 
such as piecework and bonus systems. Payment systems in lTV always rewarded on the 
basis of hours worked rather than actual productivity. This has been preserved in most of 
the new enterprise agreements since 1989. The companies focused on reducing total labour 
costs, particularly the overtime component. 

Prior to the decentralisation of pay negotiations, minimum annual salaries for the 1 0 1 
ACTT, 59 BETA, seven EETPU and 31 NUJ job grades was negotiated annually between 
each union and the lTV A. Supplementary local pay negotiations created substantial earnings 
differences between the companies. For example, at Central, L WT, Thames and YTV a 
senior camera operator earned about £24,000 per annum in 1989, excluding overtime and 
penalty payments. Their counterparts at the other companies were earning £16,000 to 
£19,000 per annum (Independent Television Association, 1989). 
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tile plary incratses averaged eight percent in 1989/90 and 5.8 
iD 1991, with the exception of HTV, ITN, TSW, Thames and Yorkshire who 
pay However, the elimination of most penalty payments and the reduction 

..-time rates brought labour costs down substantially. Estimates obtained from the lTV 
ranged nom a four to 20 pacent reduction in total labour costs. 

cost reduction was driven by the conspetitive pressures created by the introduction 
tile Govan111ent's new fianchise auction system. Cost savings would allow higher bids 

bccat1se there would be more financial resources for the initial cash payment 
for the annual payments for the ten year fianchise pe1 iod. Con~uently, the 

· v.ue more concerned with immediate and sustained cost reduction, rather than 
wage flexibility. 

reductions tbroY&Jl extendin.g the ~riod over which 
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staff loyalty and commitment. 

Procedural flexibility 

The final type of labour market flexibility is procedural flexibility which includes 
consultation mechanisnas such as joint consultative committees and various other fottns of 
industrial democracy. 

Prior to 1987, the bade unions had considerable influence over technological change, work 
and safety issues, and conbacting out through their participation in national and enterprise 
based joint consultative committees. Their ability to disrupt or halt broadcast transnaission 
was used quite stlategically to obta;n their objectives in joint consultative meetings and 
annual national negotiations. The sudden shift in the balance of power to lTV managements 
since 1987, coupled with the financial pressures that threatened deregulation has exacted 
upon them, promoted unilateralisrn among managements. While Granada, ITN, TV am, and 
Tyne-Tees imposed many important workplace changes, the other companies frequently 
threatened to do so if agreement could not be reached. Prior to 1987 this style of 
negotiation would have resulted in immediate and damaging industrial action. 

Managements' newly acquired power rendered consultative committees impotent and 
reversed the procedural flexibility that had dominated lTV industrial relations since the 
1960s. In striving for gteater external and inte.tual numerical flexibility and functional 
flexibility, lTV managements have simultaneously driven procedural flexibility largely out 
of the workplllCe. The demise of procedural flexibility has been justified on the grounds that 
it impedes management's "right to manage". 

The loss of the unions' status through managements' imposition of redundancies, 
casualisation and rationalised crewing levels have revealed the marked vulnerability of the 
unions. With union status severely weakened by the threat of marketisation and their 
inability to conclude a successful ending to the TV am dispute, managements throughout 
lTV abandoned genuine consultation with the union and proceeded to swiftly rationalise 
production. 

The tearing up of the national ag• eements by lTV managements and their unilateral 
replacement with enterprise agteements diluted the status of the national executives of the 
broadcasting unions. They had always played a central role in negotiating the terms and 
conditions of the national agreements. Enterprise barga;ning shifted this responsibility to 
local bade union officials who, in the face of unilateral decisions by manage•nent to 
dramatically reduce staff and casuaJise various jobs, wielded little negotiating power. 

The tmions' loss of status and power did not prompt to withdraw official 
recognition of the bade unions. In fact, the only broadcaster to derecogrJise a 
union was TVam and this was viewed by all the other I'I'V companies as unhelpfol and 
unnecessary. Thus, the introduction of "flexible" was not accompanied by an anti-
union stance. The prese1 vation of union and collective in 
organisations with "flexible" practices or conttacts" bas •10111d 
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simultaneously weakening contractual obligations on themselves, imposing contractual 
obligations on employees and reducing the influence of unions. For many managements 
this was their long awaited opportunity to take "revenge" on the broadcasting unions, which 
had wielded considerable industrial power through the 1970s and much of the 1980s. Thus, 
the lack of "procedural flexibility" was quite consistent with management 's overall 
industrial relations sbategy. This raises doubts about the analytical utility of the 
"procedural flexibility" concept. 

The empirical evidence suggests that a majority of companies were implementing 
employment flexibility as part of a strategic change initiative. The larger flllD.S published 
strategic change programmes in the late 1980s that set out their employment strategy for 
the coming decade. The "sbategic" nature of the en1ployment relationship changes is 
consistent with Atkinson's flexible firm model. This contrasts with evidence from other 
industrial sectors where increases in flexibility have been viewed as non-strategic and 
opportunistic in nature, representing an intensification of traditional approaches to the use 
of peripheral labour (e.g. Hakim, 1990; McGregor and Sproull, 1992). 

The sttategic introduction of employment flexibility has had generally positive 
consequences for the perfortnance of the lTV companies. Other stakeholders have been 
less fortunate. The proportion of secure, full-time employment has diminished, non
management incomes have decreased, and work intensification has accompanied multi
skilling. 

With both unions and industry commentators noting that production values are now less 
consistent than prior to the late 1980s, employment flexibility would appear to be 
reinforcing a lower-cost, lower quality equilibrium in British commercial television. 
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